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Based on the analysis of nationwide representative opinion polls the study reveals the labor behavior syndromes. The authors use the method of structural logical typification which involves the procedures of multidimensional data analysis. The authors identify five types of labor strategies and construct the innovativeness index.
The study represents social technographic segmentation of the Internet users that was proposed by the Forrester company analysts. The authors attempt to construct similar segmentation applied to Russian population. The authors define types according to particular actions but not the use of particular services. The authors conclude that the share of those who use Internet social media is not high provided that they stand out from the average Russian.
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Based on youth opinion polls conducted in 2008-2009, the study defines five types of achievement strategies: “state reserve”, “yappy”, “office workers”, budget workers”, proletariats”. According to the types of young people, the study reveals spontaneous self-identification of young bloggers. The segmentation of youth’s lifestyles is as follows: “mass”, “smart alecks”, “advanced ones”, “real guys”, and “new poor”.
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The article examines the results of the long-term research devoted to the youth` opportunities to get good education and deepening of social differentiation in the sphere of education.
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The article considers the effectiveness of state and municipal services, basic motivation factors of civil servants, as well as perspectives of overcoming staff shortage in the public sector. The study is based upon opinion polls that involved 4535 of participants of the project “Staff reserve – country`s professional team” from 82 regions of Russia.
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The article analyses the results of expert poll aimed at revealing problems, defining the direction, mechanism, forms and methods of optimization of staff policy of the Ministry of Justice of the RF and Federal Bailiff Service. The author assumes that it leads to the leveling of negative tendencies.
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ANDREENKOVA Nina Vladimirovna — Ph.D. in philosophy, research fellow of the Institute for Comparative Social Research. E-mail: cessi@cessi.ru

The article examines the satisfaction with life option. Based on ESS data, the study analyses the factors that define satisfaction with life level such as: a) internal factors which characterize the person and his/her place in social relations (social and psychological, social and demographic), and, b) external factors which characterize the environment a person is living in
(social environment and social network, institutional, economic and ecological factors). The analysis is based on comparison of countries and comparison of people (aggregated and individual analyses).
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The article analyses motives of the participation of young activists in social and political actions created from the bottom, reasons and channels of resocialization, specifics of youth’s political socialization, and changing values of young people. The study is based upon the data of the survey; semi-structured formalized interviews with activists of the opposition movements and structured interviews with the anarchist movement participants aged from 17 to 30.
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BASKAKOVA Yulia Mikhailovna – Ph.D. in political science, VCIOM analyst. E-mail: baskakova@wciom.com

The article is devoted to the problem of the reform of pension system. The study is based upon the opinion polls’ data and analyses the reasons of the public disapproval of the initiative to raise retirement age which is inevitable. The author also considers how strong such disapproval is and ways to overcome it. The analysis of the public opinion polls shows that the society has found
itself in the institutional trap which implies that for the majority of Russians it is much more profitable to save the current state than to change it.
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DUZHNIKOVA Anna Sergeevna – postgraduate student of the Institute of Sociology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, specialist of the Department of International and Public Relations, VCIOM. E-mail: duzhnikova@wciom.com

The article considers the problem of behavior of users in a new social field such as social resources in the Internet. The author tackles issues related to the vector of development of social networking in Russia, as well as its place in the life of Russians. Particular attention is paid to the types of networks’ users which were defined according to self-designed model based on several indicators. The author uses quantitative survey.
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The article encompasses and analyses the extensive empirical data collected through VCIOM studies and devoted to the public well-being. The study is focused on two aspects of social well-being such as assessment of economic situation in the country and financial self-assessment. The author analyses the dynamics of the views of Russians about the economic situation in the country and personal well-being, as well as differences in the assessments by
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